Summer: 807-329-5297
P.O. Box 29 Nakina, ON P0T 2H0 Canada
Winter: 715-564-2248
4995 Willow Rd Tripoli, WI 54564 USA
www.osullivansrainbow.com

Archery
10 DAY HUNT
$1,300.00 U.S.
Per Person Tax Included
Based on two hunters

Welcome to

O’Sullivan’s Rainbow
Located in the wilderness of Northern Ontario 35 miles Northwest of Nakina
The Archery Moose Hunt takes place in unit 18A. This unit is approximately 130 miles by 40 miles. The MNR
along with OMBAAC regulate the number of tags issued for moose harvest on a seasonal basis. Unit 18A has
about 115 adult archery tags allocated for resident and non-resident hunters. These tags are offered in package
hunts through area outfitters, or resident drawings. O’Sullivan’s Rainbow offers this package per two hunters,
one Bull. Party hunting is allowed and encouraged.

This is a self guided hunt with assistance on our part of
orienteering you to our area and providing information on
areas of hunting interest, sightings of animals, and past
experience. Most hunters use calling and stalking methods,
setting up in an area after a response to your calling, Another
hunting technique of spotting Moose using shallow bays or
river crossings is used by some of our hunters. The hunt
usually takes place during the rut in mid September to early
October.
Moose Hunt Packages start off with an orienteering session
of our area, going over maps, some scouting if time permits.
You will stay in a comfortable lakeside cabin with unlimited
use of a 14’boat and 9.9motor. Pre hunt knowledge of moose,
their habitat, calling, researching topo maps and practicing
with your equipment are beneficial to ensuring a successful
hunt. An ATV for scouting and hauling is very helpful but not
necessary. Most often, the success you desire is in what
experience is gained. Come challenge yourself,
pursue the majestic Moose and feel the thrill.

13% HST TAX Included
* 1 Bull tag for every 2 Hunters
* Information on area for Moose
* Waterfront cabin accommodation
* Limited Hunters
* Boat & Motor ( 2 or 3 per boat )
* Unlimited Fuel for our boats only
* your boat 2 gallons per day
* Includes up to 2 gallons per day for your ATV use

DEPOSITS
* DEPOSIT ARE 400.00 PER. PERSON
* HUNTING DEPOSITS ARE NON-REFUNDABLE.
* PERSONAL CHECKS ARE ACCEPTABLE FOR DEPOSIT .
* BALANCES ARE PAYABLE AT CHECK-IN TIME WITH US CASH

* OR BY PERSONAL CHECK 60 DAYS PRIOR TO ARRIVAL .

You must have a Ontario Hunting
Outdoor Card and Ontario Moose
License

